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Model risk and validation: developing trust in 
machine learning models

1 The importance of Model Risk for Financial Entities
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What actually 
constitutes a model?

How can we define 
model risk?

What is our appetite for model risk? 
Or – alternatively – our model risk 
tolerance?

Do we need to quantify model 
risk in terms of model risk 
capital? If so, how? And how do 
we allocate this capital?

How can we maximise the use of a model risk 
management framework? Can it set incentives to 
‘streamline’ the model landscape and control 
the costs?

How to assess model risk and order 
models accordingly? How can we assess 
model materiality and the likelihood for 
failure?

Resources are limited; how can we 
prioritise effort? How can we 
integrate ‘proportionality’ of validation?

How can we manage 
the lifecycle of all our 
models?

Model risk – which have been the main challenges in the last years for the Banks?
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The scope of the 
models used by the 

institutions has 
widened

Institutions are starting to use not only traditional models, but more evolved models in
many departments. Rapid developments in the use of AI and machine learning techniques
have helped to improve and automate analytics, decision-making and customer
treatment. These advanced approaches also support the monitoring and management of
models

The importance of Model Risk Management (MRM) has increased during the recent
years in the financial industry

Regulation... but not 
only that

Banks using internal models (IRB/IMA) must consider a number of model risk issues as
part of their core functions*. However, beyond this, a growing number of institutions also
see MRM as a way to gain a competitive advantage, both by avoiding model-related issues
and by enabling the deployment of robust and robust advanced analytics

It is difficult to agree
on a "universal“ 
quantification of

model risk

There is no formal agreement or definition on which model risk metrics should be used
and how they can be effectively communicated to Senior Management. In other words,
the quantification of model risk is not defined, although institutions have followed
several approaches

*General topics chapter of the ECB Guide on internal models (October 2019), including requirements for model risk 
validation and control 

Seeking greater 
efficiency in 
management

As the scope of the MRM function increases, companies are also focusing on finding
greater efficiencies, but without compromising effectiveness. This approach includes,
among other things, standardisation of processes, automation of validation testing and
the increasing use of tool-based monitoring approaches
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Additionally, the PRA has just published a specific Consultation Paper regarding Model
Risk Management* – First specific regulatory document on this topic

“The board of directors and senior management of firms are ultimately responsible for establishing a sound MRM 
framework to ensure key business decisions relevant to a firm’s safety and soundness are supported by sound and 

appropriate model output, and consistent with the board's defined model risk appetite. […]”

Principle 1: Model 
identification and 

model risk 
classification

Firms have an
established definition
of a model that sets
the scope for MRM, a
model inventory and a
risk-based tiering
approach to
categorize models to
help identify and
manage model risk

Principle 5: Model 
risk mitigants

Firms have established
policies and
procedures for the use
of model risk mitigants
when models are
under-performing and
have procedures for
the independent
review of post-model
adjustments

Principle 2: Governance

Firms have strong
governance oversight
with a board that
promotes an MRM culture
from the top through
setting clear model risk
appetite. The board
approves the MRM policy
and appoints an
accountable individual to
assume the responsibility
to implement a sound
MRM framework that will
ensure effective MRM
practices

Principle 3: Model 
development, 

implementation, and use

Firms have a robust model
development process with
standards for model design
and implementation, model
selection, and model
performance measurement.
Testing of data, model
construct, assumptions and
model outcomes are
performed regularly in order
to identify, monitor, record,
and remediate model
limitations and weaknesses

Principle 4: Independent 
model validation

Firms have a validation
process that provides
ongoing, independent, and
effective challenge to model
development and use. The
individual or body within a
firm responsible for the
approval of a model ensures
that validation
recommendations for
remediation or
redevelopment are actioned
so that models are suitable
for their intended purpose

The above principles will apply across all model and risk types and complements existing policy requirements (e.g. SS11/13 for 
IRB models, Basel ECL guidelines for IFRS9 models). They also apply to models that previously haven’t been in a regulator focus 

(e.g. anti-fraud or AI/ML models)

*Further details included in the Annex
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And the EBA has issued a Handbook that specifies in detail the Internal Validation
framework for IRB models....

Section 1: Introduction
• Description of an internal validation framework, overview and its integration within the organisation
• Separation of roles with CRCU and Audit

Section 2: General requirements
• Scope of validation (outsourcing of parts). Validation report and policy
• Tasks of the VI function: Review of the materiality of the type of change as well as the documentation of material 

changes (e.g. application package).

Section 3: Content of the validation
• Model performance: Very detailed review of all different aspects, with new chapters for LGD in default and ELBE 

exposures; Slotting models and also Credit Risk Mitigation (CRM)
• Model environment: Very detailed, including the data quality around the whole model, and also the implementation 

of the model

Section 4: Initial or change validation of the model
• Focus on model design and risk quantification decisions
• Use of the model during the previous 3 years, it is assumed that a large part of the portfolio is already with the new 

model

Section 5: Recurrent validation without changes to the model
• Focus on newly available data, as well as on weaknesses brought out by other functions and from the first validation

performed
• Possibility to leverage on analysis already done by CRCU
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The implementation of a model risk framework can be done following a multiphase
approach, while delivering intermediate results

Objective is to build the foundation
for modern model risk management 

coordinating required tasks and 
allocating roles and responsibilities:

Design and develop processes, 
taxonomies and policies to achieve a 

consistent model risk management 
and risk types while designing and 

deploying the technological tools that 
enable automatization to promote the 

scalability of the solution

Get the ‘basics’ right and 
obtain buy-in

Put model risk management 
into practice

Deriving value out of model risk 
management

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Objective is to extract value from the 
implemented MRM to increase comfort 

and trust in models relied upon in 
decision making and reporting as well 

as route / prioritise efforts. 

Use appropriate management 
practices to improve and  gradually 

extend the perimeter of models using 
a commensurate number of resources 

and embedding model risk culture 
throughout the organization

Looking for a more digital and 
forward-looking perspective, defining 
the standards according to innovation 

needs and addressing smoothly all 
supervisory expectations
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One of the key targets is to leverage on the Model Risk knowledge in the company to
have everybody on board

✓ Model Risk Management is not a recipe, it is a cultural change. The whole
organization adherence is needed to get the full implementation. The
more the organization is involved the less additional resources will be
neededCulture

✓ Working as partners where everybody is aware of their roles and
responsibilities

✓ Multidisciplinary teams (different functions) in charge of each task along the
workflow. Important to have this ownership defined

Partners

✓ Efficiency should be one of the main targets to achieve while 
managing Model Risk in all the different phases

Efficiency
✓ Maximize internal knowledge and leverage in internal best practices, with the 

correct number of resources assigned
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New regulation on Credit
Risk IRB Models

New regulations for internal credit risk models (mainly the IRB Repair Program) have
meant that many banks have had to submit new IRB models to the ECB. Most of them
have yet to be formally reviewed by the regulator, which is conducting a large number of
parallel inspections across the sector. New Handbook on internal validation for IRB by EBA
(still draft version) states also very clear the requirements for reviewing these models

IRB models involve further particularities in Model Risk Management and internal
validation

Highest quality required 
by the ECB in the models 

delivered

The ECB has raised the bar for credit risk models. If regulatory requirements are not met
or the model is not sufficiently conservative, severe limitations with an impact on capital
may be imposed. This is also increasing the model risk of these models, which should be
managed accordingly, including a proactive communication with the Supervisor on all
these topics

Long time to obtain 
approval of a new model

In order to obtain final approval from the regulator, banks must go through a very
demanding process that normally includes on-site inspections. Once the ECB's review of a
new IRB model has been completed, formal approval takes additional time due to
internal processes at the ECB, which are not always fully transparent to the industry. This
situation is adding complexity and uncertainity to MRM, as approval dates and
limitations for new models are unclear

IRB Landscape
simplification

In view of all the above topics, many institutions are thinking about simplifying their IRB
model landscapes (this is a requirement also addressed by the ECB): Reverting some
rating systems to F-IRB and/or STD; and looking for a lower number of rating systems in
IRB, which could also increase flexibility and knowledge in other types of internal models
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Model risk and validation: developing trust in 
machine learning models

1 The importance of Model Risk for Financial Entities

2
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) – any smart system that mimics human behaviour  

Machine Learning (ML) – approach that provides systems the opportunity to automatically learn from 
experience without being explicitly programmed

Supervised learning

Bird

Natural language 
processing

Expert systems

Speech
- speech to text

Vision
- machine vision

Planning

Robotics

Step 1: Provide the machine learning 
algorithm categorised / labelled input 
and output data to learn from

Unsupervised learning

Bird Not Bird

Not Bird

Machine 
learning 

algorithm

Step 2: Feed the algorithm new and 
unlabelled data to flag

Bird

Not Bird

Machine 
learning 

algorithm

Suited for the following problems

Classification

Regression

Deep learning Reinforcement learning

Step 1: Provide the machine learning 
algorithm uncategorised data to see 
what it finds

Step 2: Observe and learn from the 
patterns the machine identifies

Suited for the following problems

Clustering

Anomaly 
detection

Machine 
learning 

algorithm

Machine 
learning 

algorithm

Bird

Not Bird

Machine learning – the latest buzzword in the financial industry and around the
world in general, but what does it actually mean? (1/2)
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) – any smart system that mimics human behaviour  

Machine Learning (ML) – approach that provides systems the opportunity to automatically learn from 
experience without being explicitly programmed

Deep Learning

Natural language 
processing

Expert systems

Speech
- speech to text

Vision
- machine vision

Planning

Robotics

Reinforcement Learning

Data is analysed in multiple layers of non-linear processing units

Can be used in supervised and 
unsupervised problems

It is the intersection among 
research areas of neural networks, 

artificial intelligence, graphical 
modelling, optimisation, pattern 
recognition and signal processing

Supervised Learning Unsupervised Learning

Allows the machine to learn a 
behaviour based on feedback 
from the environment. The 

behaviour can be learned once or 
can adapt as time goes by. It is 

used to learn a course of 
successive actions that maximise 

total cumulative reward / 
minimise the loss

At each iteration, the algorithm is 
presented with a choice, based on the 

choice a reward is presented. The 
algorithm learns from the choice-reward 

combination in order to make better 
decisions in the next iteration

Often used in self-driving cars and 
process automation

Input 2nd layer1st layer Top layer Output

90% 
rooster

10% 
duck

Train

Next 
state

Machine learning – the latest buzzword in the financial industry and around the
world in general, but what does it actually mean? (2/2)
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Why predictive analytics in FIs?
▪ Making predictions: Identifying account holders that will leave the bank – before they leave the bank
▪ Look for interesting patterns: What products do my customers usually buy together – so that I can offer the right product at the right time
▪ Search for groups in the data: What customer segments do I have – so that I can better understand my customers
▪ Highly complex processes: Modelling of non-linear relationships or in high dimensions – that traditional modelling misses

Evolution of 
traditional 
statistics

‘Big data’

Modern 
computing 

power
Machine 
learning

Modern computing power increase the 
speed and accuracy at which data can be 
processed and therefore has the ability to 
identify patterns humans will miss

The growing quantity, velocity and 
variability of available data (structured 
and unstructured) enables the 
enhancements that machine learning 
provide

Machine 
learning 

Traditional 
Statistics …

Emphasis on 
specification, 
elegance and 

parsimony

Goal is to find a 
“correct” model

Goal is to find a 
“performant” model

Computational 
complexity

Emphasis 
on 
predictive 
power

Makes 
distributional 

assumptions

Algorithm 
driven

Usually 
transparent 
models

Sometimes “black-
box” models

Statistical 
complexity

Modern computing power, statistical evolution and ‘big data’ have been the driving
forces behind ML capabilities which have the potential to benefit FIs
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Updates to validation process and framework
▪ It will be necessary for validation functions to adjust their 

validation process and framework, ensuring that additional 
considerations for the validation and use of ML models are 
included

Training staff and providing tools
▪ Validation functions have to ensure that their staff is 

sufficiently trained and have access to the necessary 
resources in order to efficiently use and validate machine 
learning models

Model validation is a fundamental component of an organisation’s model risk management framework, and a set of tools which are used to assess
and manage model risk in support of the continued viability of the business, thus performing a crucial step in the model approval process

Model validation is the set of processes and activities intended to verify that models are performing as expected, in line with their design objectives
and business uses. Effective validation helps ensure that models are reliable and sound through providing regular assurance that:

▪ Models are continually improved or evolved to remain relevant and fit for purpose
▪ Limitations are identified and appropriately addressed
▪ Models perform as expected and are adequately applied within scope, for the intended use as well as consistently throughout the organisation

Validations functions will be required to validate machine learning models and can further benefit from using 
machine learning models in the validation process

Adoption of machine learning will requireValidation and use of machine learning models in a validation function

Validate
▪ As the adoption of machine learning becomes more common across different 

areas, validation functions will increasingly be required to validate machine 
learning models

Challenge
▪ Machine learning models serve as powerful validation tools against which 

modelling decisions and the performance of models can be tested, ensuring that 
the appropriate techniques are chosen at each step

Automate
▪ Automating certain aspects in the validation process will free up time for more 

detailed assessments of critical modelling decisions

Validation functions will need to upskill and enhance their frameworks to properly
validate and use machine learning models
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Stage Validation coverage aspects (high level descriptions)

Data
▪ Quantitative and qualitative assessment
▪ Data used in model build 
▪ Data used in model deployment

Model methodology

▪ Quantitative and qualitative assessment
▪ Model documentation and replicability
▪ Model segmentation and calibration
▪ Model performance (quantitative model validation, 

and qualitative incl. use of challenger models, 
benchmarks, etc.)

▪ Assessing reasonability of output for stated purpose 
(impairment levels, capital levels)

Model 
implementation

▪ Quantitative and qualitative assessment
▪ Accuracy of implementation and user acceptance 

testing (UAT)
▪ Completeness and governance of UAT

Model maintenance
▪ Reviews and approvals
▪ Plan for model maintenance: Model Monitoring 

Model use
▪ Process integration
▪ Use test (overrides, scope of use and interpretation 

of model outputs)

▪ Quality
▪ Suitability
▪ History
▪ Bias
▪ Discrimination

▪ Sampling
▪ Additional sources
▪ Finance and costs
▪ 3rd party 

dependencies

Transparency

Auditability

Appropriateness

Interpretability
&

Interpretability tools 

Flexibility

Explainability

Human intuition 

Assumptions

Aspects that take on greater importance / are new for ML models

Human interaction

▪ Variable 
relationships

▪ Bias-variance 
trade-off

▪ Model fit
▪ Trends
▪ Suitability
▪ Stability
▪ Correlation
▪ Collinearity 
▪ Causation

▪ Complexity
▪ Parameter tuning
▪ Non-linearities
▪ Model drivers
▪ Benchmarking
▪ Performance
▪ Relationship shape 

and direction
▪ Challengers
▪ Human intuition

▪ Integration
▪ 3rd party 

dependencies
▪ Finance and costs

▪ Testing
▪ Production and 

automation
▪ Reporting

▪ Review
▪ Risk management
▪ Monitoring

▪ Risk Mitigations
▪ Updates

▪ Feedback
▪ User training
▪ Responsibly used

▪ Human 
intervention
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A complete model validation will use and test the impact of machine learning
across the entire model lifecycle
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Proximity and projection ML methods can be used to identify dataset 
problems such as outliers that modelers may have overlooked

▪ Proximity methods – Algorithms that groups data into “clusters   
centred around “centroids” and identifies data points that do not 
appear to belong to any cluster

▪ Projection methods – Multi-dimensional scaling allows 
analysts to view multi-dimensional relationships among 
multiple data points in just two or three dimensions

Outlier 
detection

Data tends to cluster – which presents another opportunity for model 
validators. ML techniques can be applied to determine:

▪ Relative compactness of individual clusters 

▪ Distinctions between individual clusters 

▪ A ML model built using the same data as the traditional predictive 
model could present a valuable benchmarking opportunity 

▪ Model validators could then spend more time investigating the 
(extent of) differences and the drivers behind them

Data 
Clustering

Feature 
Selection Benchmarking

Clusters that do not appear to be well defined or blur 
into each other may indicate a problematic dataset, 
potentially resulting in identification of non-existent 
patterns

One of the most impactful advances that comes with ML       
technology is the ability to develop challenger models 
in less time, enhancing a process which previously may 
have been time-consuming and resource-intensive 

Model validators can add to the robustness of their 
validation by applying ML feature selection methods to 
determine whether the model variables identified by 
traditional approaches resemble those identified by more 
advanced means 

ML selection methods include:

▪ Stepwise procedures

▪ Criterion-based procedures

▪ Lasso and ridge regression

▪ Dimensionality reduction

Machine learning technology has significantly expanded the tools and techniques
available to validate traditionally developed predictive models
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Reject Inference

Validation functions benefit from using machine learning techniques to challenge
development decisions in the traditional scorecard development process

Data sources

Data preparation

Feature engineering

Variable binning

Feature selection

Segmentation

Model fit

Validation

1. Data sources: Increased modern computing power combined with machine learning algorithms enable the gathering, storing and 
processing of vast amounts of data
▪ Given model scope, have alternative sources been considered and if so, have all the risks associated with using the data been

identified and mitigated?
2. Data preparation: Machine learning tools and techniques can be used to automatically calculate variable distributions, frequencies, 

ranges, identification of outliers, missing values and hidden/complex patterns 
▪ Verify that developers sufficiently analysed data for irregularities, discrimination or biases

3. Feature Engineering: Automate programs that can be used for transformations and aggregations of input features
▪ Verify that developers included a sufficient number of transformations, including variable interactions, to ensure that all possible 

predictive relationships are considered
4. Variable binning: Automate and optimise binning of variables to maximise predictive capability 

▪ Challenge variable binning to ensure optimal differentiation of risk
5. Feature selection: Enhance by using advanced statistical analysis tools for the selection of the most optimal subset of features to use 

in the scorecard
▪ Ensure variable selection considered the presence of non-linear and complex relationships

6. Segmentation: Segmentation using non-linear decision boundaries to identify population segments (including micro segments)
▪ Verify population segments to ensure optimal segmentation and the stability of segments over time

7. Reject Inference: Allocation of outcome to rejected accounts incorporating a larger number of features and more complex decision 
boundaries
▪ Verify and challenge allocation of rejected accounts by using alternative approaches that include more complex decision 

boundaries
8. Model fit: Use machine learning techniques to build machine learning challenger models

▪ Relax modelling constraints (including regulatory requirements of interpretability) to develop an “optimal model” benchmark 
▪ Compare performance of traditional scoring models against the unconstraint model to provide insights into the 

shortcomings/limitations of the models, ensuring that the best model is developed
9. Validation: Cross validation (out-of-sample back-testing) and out-of-time back-testing can be regarded as machine learning techniques

▪ Assess and validate model performance taking into consideration the bias-variance trade-off
▪ Assess model stability and generalisation across different samples
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ML interpretability tools can assist validation functions to understand and verify
variable relationships in less transparent models

Interpretability 
tools
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Shows the marginal 
effect one or two 
features have on the 
predicted outcome 
of a machine 
learning model

Surrogate
m

odels
Feature interaction

Feature im
portance

Display one line per 
observation that 
shows how the 
prediction for the 
observation changes 
when a feature 
changes

Shows how features 
influence the prediction 
of a model on average. 
Unbiased alternative to 
Partial dependency 
plots and perform 
better if features are 
correlated

Used when a prediction 
cannot be expressed as 
the sum of the feature 
effects. Effect of one 
feature depends on the 
value of the other 
feature

Rank features based 
on the increase in 
prediction error when 
permuting the 
feature’s values. 
Features are ranked 
based on decreasing 
impact on model 
prediction

Global and local 
surrogate models. 
Interpretable models 
trained to approximate 
the predictions of a less 
transparent model

e.g. decision tree to 
explain Neural Network

Adapted from: https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/shapley.html
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Developments that TNP currently sees in the market

Out-dated Advanced LeadingLagging

Lagged follower

▪ Little to no ML advances

▪ Question the benefit of ML

▪ Entity is not “ML-ready”

▪ It is important to distinguish between the real ML-enhancements and the ML-hype

▪ The number of ML-advances does not determine an entity’s strategic positioning, but rather the value-add of the advances

▪ Investment in infrastructure, data, partnerships and resource skills are the catalysts that support ML initiatives

Agile adopter

▪ Some ML advances and investments where 
benefits clearly outweigh the costs

▪ Benefits are already in the process of 
being reaped

Market leader

▪ Significant ML advances in a 
number of business areas

▪ Benefits have and continue 
to be reaped

Organisations are currently at different levels of adoption and implementation of machine learning for predictive analytics, broadly 
categorised along the following

▪ How is ML relevant for my organisation and role and what are the threats and risks from adopting ML?

▪ What are the changes I would need to make to infrastructure, frameworks, policies and resources in order to leverage 
the benefits of machine learning?

▪ What components of the traditional modelling approaches benefit the most from ML enhancements, without being 
replaced?

In order to start the journey of using ML for predictive analytics, questions to consider include:

Early adopters have begun implementing ML advances whilst others may be
falling behind – where does ML make sense?
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Annex: PRA requirements on Model Risk
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(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

Principle Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

1.1 Model 
Definition

1.2 Model 
Inventory

1.3 Model Tiering

Firms should adopt the PRA’s definition of a model to 
define the scope of the MRM framework

▪ How to define the threshold between a model and another 
quantitative calculation method?

▪ How to identify material non-models that should fall the MRM 
framework?

▪ Which management controls are appropriate for quantitative 
methods that are non-models?

Other quantitative methods (e.g. calculation engines, 
decision rules, algorithms) should be subject to 
documented controls.

Firm should maintain a centralised inventory

The inventory needs to record a model’s stage in the 
lifecycle, as well as model specific information 
(purpose, limitations, validation results, etc)

▪ What processes are needed to keep model information up 
date?

▪ What systems and software are needed to maintain model 
information and update it as required?

There should be a single, firm wide approach that 
assigns materiality and complexity ratings to each 
model, using quantitative and qualitative measures

The tiering should inform the prioritisation of 
validation activities and other risk controls

The tiering approach, as well as individual tier 
assignments should be reviewed independently and 
regularly reviewed

▪ How to define a framework for materiality and complexity 
rating that covers multiple business areas and model types?

▪ How to ensure adequate risk differentiation between model 
tiers?

▪ How to ensure that all parties in the tiering process have 
sufficient subject matter expertise in both modelling and 
business concerns?

▪ How should Model Risk be considered in the ICAAP process?

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(1) Model identification and model risk classification

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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Principle

2.1 Board of 
directors’ 

responsibilities

2.2 SMF 
accountability for 
MRM framework

2.3 Policies and 
procedures

The board of directors should establish the MRM 
framework, which aims to promote model risk as a 
risk discipline in its own right

▪ How to enable the board of directors to discharge their 
accountabilities and responsibilities?

▪ How to best define model risk appetite?
▪ How to effectively track performance against appetite?Set out model risk appetite and receive reports on 

performance against appetite

Firms should identify a SMF to assume overall 
responsibility for the management of model risk and 
update their Statement of Responsibilities

▪ How to identify the most appropriate SMF to take on 
responsibility?

▪ How to align the organisational structure (if necessary)?

Clearly documented MRM policies and procedures are 
in place and align to broader risk management 
policies

Policies and procedures cover all aspects of the 
model lifecycle and all relevant principles in the SS

Model or risk specific standards and procedures are in 
place for model development, validation, monitoring, 
and data quality as necessary

▪ How to best integrate an MRM framework into the wider risk 
management framework?

▪ How to ensure that policies and procedures are both 
comprehensive and flexible enough to cover all concerns 
while working in practice?

▪ How to best define lower level modelling and data quality 
standards?

Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(2) Governance

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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2.4 Roles and 
responsibilities

2.5 Internal Audit

2.6 Use of 
externally 

developed models, 
third party and 
vendor products

Roles and responsibilities, together with the required 
skill and seniority need to be documented

▪ How to distribute the required roles across the existing 
organisation?

▪ How to ensure that role holders have the required skill and 
seniority?

▪ How to set up a sufficiently independent validation function?
▪ How to manage any culture shifts that might be required?

Model Owners and Users discharge the 
accountabilities  that are assigned to them as per SS

Internal Audit (IA) should assess the effectiveness of 
the MRM framework and compliance with internal 
policies, covering the expectations set out in the SS

▪ How to ensure IA can effectively discharge their 
responsibilities?

▪ How to define adequacy of risk management and controls?

Model validators should provide an independent and 
critical opinion on models and their use, with an 
incentive to escalate material exceptions

PRA SS2/21 “Outsourcing and third-party risk 
management” also applies to outsourced models and 
model risk management

Vendors models to be validated to the same standards 
as internal models, including data and assumptions.

▪ How to ensure that vendors follow comparable validation 
approaches?

▪ How to be satisfied that vendor test results are accurate and 
applicable to our firm?

▪ How to ensure that vendors have the right incentives to meet 
internal MRM expectations?

Analyse vendor model performance using internal 
outcome data

Principle Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(2) Governance (continued)

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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3.1 Model purpose 
and design

3.2 The use of data

3.3 Model 
development 

testing

All models should have a clear statement of purpose, 
clear target metrics and be suitable for intended use

▪ How ensure model owners and developers properly consider 
each model’s purpose and define suitable design objectives?

▪ How to set up a process and technology infrastructure that 
enables benchmarking and sensitivity analysis?

▪ How to communicate model merits and limitations effectively 
to technical and non-technical stakeholders?

Modelling techniques should be sound and outputs 
compared to benchmarks (where possible)

Development data is suitable, representative, 
consistent with the modelling theory and unbiased

▪ Which considerations to include in a data framework?
▪ How to set up efficient processes and infrastructure to 

manage data quality (for modelling and elsewhere)?
▪ How to leverage modelling data consideration with other data 

initiatives?

Users need to understand the merits, limitations, 
sensitivities and operating boundaries of a model

Modelling data needs to comply with other regulation

Testing should measure the model’s quality through a 
range of tests with clear success criteria ▪ Which tests and success criteria to use for judging a model’s 

quality?
▪ How to determine operating boundaries?
▪ How to translate testing insight into ongoing model controls?

Testing should determine operating boundaries

Adjustments and assumptions need to be documented

Testing should inform monitoring considerations

Principle Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(3) Model development, implementation and use

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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3.4 Model 
adjustments and 

expert judgement

3.5 Model 
development 

documentation

3.6 Supporting 
systems

Expert judgements and adjustments can be used to 
address model limitations but need to be justified

Expert judgements need to be recorded, subjected to 
governance impact on connected models assessed

Documentation should be comprehensive and 
accurate enough to allow a third party to understand 
model operation, assumptions and replicate model 
results

Reliance on model adjustments should be reduced 
over time through remediation plans

Models should be implemented in systems that have 
been tested and approved for hosting a model

Implementation systems should be subject to rigorous 
quality and change control processes.

▪ How to decide whether to address limitations through expert 
judgement or amended model design?

▪ How to set up the most effective and efficient governance for 
expert judgements and model adjustments?

▪ How to identify upstream dependencies and downstream 
impacts of adjustments?

▪ How to prioritise remediation of limitations?

▪ How to ensure documentation evolves as the model is 
developed?

▪ How to strike the right level of conciseness in a 
documentation?

▪ How to keep documentation up to date?

▪ How to properly test systems and model implementations?
▪ How to ensure quality and change control processes cover 

model risk concerns?

Documentation should cover data, methodology, 
performance testing, limitations and adjustments

Principle Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(3) Model development, implementation and use (continued)

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

4.1 The 
independent 

validation function

4.2 Independent 
review

4.3 Process 
verification

Firms should have a validation function which 
operates independently from development teams and 
model owners, with appropriate access to the board

All models should be independently reviewed to 
ensure they are suitable for use

The validation function is responsible for independent 
review and periodic re-validation of models

Verification of model process and system 
implementations should confirm that all components 
operate effectively and as intended

Verification should cover model inputs, calculations 
(e.g. code), and reporting outputs

▪ How to align the organisation to ensure sufficient 
independence between development and validation teams?

▪ How to evidence sufficient independence?
▪ How to facilitate access to the board?

▪ How to define standards and processes for an effective of 
development work?

▪ How to separate responsibilities between development work 
and additional review activity?

▪ How to ensure that any process or systems risk are properly 
captured?

▪ How to ensure general data quality controls are suitable for 
modelling data?

▪ How to perform effective code and output reviews?

Reviews should cover: all model components, 
conceptual soundness, quality of development 
evidence (including data), qualitative judgements

Reviews should include additional testing if necessary

Principle Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(4) Independent model validation

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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4.4 Model 
performance 
monitoring

4.5 Periodic 
revalidation

Performance monitoring should assess model 
performance against acceptable thresholds

Monitoring should cover parameter estimates, 
assumptions, changes in products / exposures / etc, 
model use beyond boundaries

▪ How to define a repeatable and extendable monitoring 
framework?

▪ How to determine which tests to formalise into a monitoring 
framework?

▪ How to best determine acceptable thresholds for ongoing 
monitoring?

▪ How to set up a revalidation framework in the most efficient 
way?

▪ How to decide whether additional analysis is required?

Firms should undertake regular independent 
revalidation of models to determine whether the 
model operated as intended and re-assess findings

The revalidation frequency should be determined by 
model tier

A range of test should be deployed, including 
benchmarking, sensitivity analysis, override analysis, 
and parallel outcome analysis

Principle Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(4) Independent model validation (continued)

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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5.1 Process for 
applying post-

model adjustments

5.2 Restrictions on 
model use

Policies should document a firm-wide consistent 
process for applying post model adjustments (PMAs)

PMAs should have a clear rationale how they 
compensate for model limitations and be 
documented, supported by senior management, and 
approved

▪ How to best link adjustments to particular limitations?
▪ When to allow model adjustments instead of redesigning a 

component?
▪ How to define the governance process for proposing, 

reviewing, and accepting PMAs?
▪ How to set guidelines for deciding whether frequent PMAs 

merit a model rebuild?

▪ How determine conditions and authority for the placement of 
model restrictions?

Firm should be able to place restrictions on model use 
for deficient or erroneous models and have a process 
to manage model deficiencies and under-performance

Continued PMAs should drive a consideration whether 
there is a flaw in the model design

All PMAs should be independently reviewed with a 
specific scope defined in the SS

5.3 Exceptions and 
escalations

▪ Which conditions merit exceptions?
▪ How to set effective escalation processes?

Firms should formulate exceptions they would allow 
for model use or performance for material models, 
together with formally approved escalation 
procedures

Escalation processes should ensure that key 
stakeholders are promptly made aware of exceptions

Principle Expectation(1) Challenges(2)

The expectations and challenges of MRM principles: 
(5) Model Risk Mitigants

(1) These are summaries of the principles and there are further expectations and nuances in the full draft SS.
(2) These are subjective assessments and actual challenges will differ between banks.

https://edu.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2022/june/model-risk-management-principle-for-banks.pdf
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